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ABSTRACT
There are many contexts in which a person’s face needs to be ob-
fuscated for privacy, such as in social media posts. We present a
user-centered analysis of the effectiveness of DeepFakes for obfus-
cation using synthetically generated faces, and compare it with
state-of-the-art obfuscation methods: blurring, masking, pixelating,
and replacement with avatars. For this, we conducted an online
survey (N=110) and found that DeepFake obfuscation is a viable
alternative to state-of-the-art obfuscation methods; it is as effective
as masking and avatar obfuscation in concealing the identities of
individuals in photos. At the same time, DeepFakes blend well with
surroundings and are as aesthetically pleasing as blurring and pixe-
lating. We discuss how DeepFake obfuscation can enhance privacy
protection without negatively impacting the photo’s aesthetics.
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• Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in HCI.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Privacy issues can arise when individuals appear in photos they
are not aware of. These issues are amplified by the increasing ubiq-
uity of photo capturing devices in public environments, such as
smartphone, surveillance and wearable cameras.
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To protect privacy, a variety of privacy-enhancing photo obfus-
cation methods were proposed. Examples include face blurring [24]
as done in Google Street view [7], pixelation [5, 22, 24], mask-
ing [22, 41], replacing users by avatars [31, 33] or cartoons [13].
In this paper, we specifically investigate DeepFakes for photo ob-
fuscation. DeepFakes are a promising way to balance obfuscation
effectiveness and photo aesthetics by replacing the faces of individ-
uals by synthetic faces generated using a Generative Adversarial
Network (GAN) [19]. Further, using DeepFakes the original infor-
mation that humans were present in the scene is kept in contrast to
inpainting, where individuals are completely removed and the miss-
ing part of the photo is filled in a way that is visually consistent with
the background. Since DeepFakes are promising in terms of privacy
but might also result in other implications, we investigate 1) how ef-
fective DeepFakes are in concealing the identity of individuals, and
2) the implications of using synthetic faces instead of more obvious
obfuscation techniques. To this end, we conducted an online study
(N=110) where participants guessed the identities of public figures
whose faces were obfuscated using the aforementioned techniques,
and rated their confidence in their guesses.

We found that our 110 participants were most successful in iden-
tifying public figures obfuscated by blurring (95.96%), followed by
pixelating (85%), avatar (75%), masking (59.18%) and finally Deep-
Fakes (29.03%). Overall, feedback from participants indicates that
DeepFake obfuscation blends well with photos. However, it even
blends too well that some were concerned about the ethical im-
plications as it may mislead viewers. We conclude the paper by
discussing the implications of privacy-aware DeepFake obfuscation
and how to responsibly leverage this technology in an ethical way.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Obfuscating Individuals in Photos
Obfuscation is “the production of noise modeled on an existing
signal in order to make a collection of data more ambiguous, con-
fusing, harder to exploit, more difficult to act on, and therefore
less valuable” [2]. This makes obfuscation promising for privacy
protection in photos. At the same time, an important factor to con-
sider when using privacy-aware obfuscations is their impact on
the visual appeal of the photo i.e., photo aesthetics. For this rea-
son, previous work in the HCI and security communities studied
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obfuscation methods in terms of both: their effectiveness in con-
cealing identities and their impact on perceived visual aesthetics of
photos. Obfuscation methods that have been studied extensively
include blurring [1, 16, 27, 28], pixelating [5, 23, 28, 39], masking
[23, 28, 42], replacement with avatar [28, 33], cartooning [13, 33]
and inpainting [8, 28, 31, 41].

Most related to our work is the work by Li et al [28] which
evaluated the perception and effectiveness of multiple obfuscation
methods with 271 participants. The study concluded that blurring
and pixelating are ineffective whereas inpainting was found to be
effective. In terms of user perceptions, their user study revealed
that blurring, pixelating, inpainting and replacement with avatar
were favored. An issue with inpainting however is that it removes
information that individuals were present in the original photo.
This may impact the users’ memories in a negative and unethical
way [6]. There are also some situations in which inpainting may not
be possible. For example, if removing an individual results in a gap
between two people in a group photo, the resulting photo may look
unrealistic or fabricated. The study by Li et al. [28] also showed
also showed that blurring, although not as effective in privacy
protection, was among the preferred techniques, conforming with
its extensive usage in research and practice [1, 16, 27].

Ilia et al. [16] proposed a system that blurs individuals’ faces in
the photo based on their privacy preferences. Their system was
able to handle the problem of conflicting interest between multiple
individuals associated with the photo by blurring the faces depend-
ing on the viewer of the photo. Li et al. [25] extended this work and
proposed a solution that does not require individual’s input every
time the individual is tagged in a photo. However, controlling the
content of the photo could be a better approach than controlling
its recipient when considering the privacy of individuals, as it is
not always possible to collect their sharing preferences. To this
end, Hasan et al. [10] identified visual features which could help to
distinguish between subjects and bystanders in the photo and used
these features for training multiple machine learning models that
distinguish them, achieving a mean accuracy of 93% when human
raters had 100% agreement on whether they were shown a subject
or a bystander. A natural follow-up step would be to obfuscate all
of the bystanders in the photo, but this could result in that photo
losing its visual appeal. In a follow up study by Hasan et al. [11],
they found that minimizing the obfuscated areas in the photo re-
sults in more appealing photos. They compared various obfuscation
techniques when applied on different scene elements like personal
belongings and screen content, and investigated masking, blurring,
pixelating, edge detection and silhouette. They found that “stronger
filters increase perceived privacy and decrease perceived information
content, satisfaction, and aesthetics” [11]. They also found that aes-
thetics and satisfaction depend on the size of the obfuscated area.
The more obfuscated area, lesser the satisfaction and poor aesthet-
ics of the photos. This implies that to maximize photo satisfaction
and aesthetics, the obfuscated area should be minimized. Hasan
et al. showed that applying beautification transformations such as
abstract, cartoon and color did not significantly improve aesthetics
of the photos containing obfuscated objects or people [12].

The aforementioned research influenced two key decisions in
our work: First, prior research motivated us to compare DeepFake

obfuscation to the following obfuscation techniques: blurring, pix-
elating, masking, and avatar replacement because these were the
ones that were shown to be promising either in obfuscation effec-
tiveness, user perception, or both [11, 26, 28]. Second, we learned
from the work by Hasan et al. [11] that the obfuscated area should
be minimized to maintain high aesthetics. Thus, we decided to
obfuscate the user’s face only and not their entire body.

2.2 DeepFake for Privacy Protection
Photo manipulation using DeepFakes could be categorized into four
types: 1) Attribute Manipulation, 2) Expression Swap, 3) Identity
Swap, and 4) Entire Face Synthesis [38].

Attribute Manipulation (aka face editing [38]) relies mostly on
GANs to alter features like age, skin color and other so-called soft
biometrics [9]. Expression Swap [38] replaces facial expressions
of individuals thereby manipulating their face to an extent but
not enough to conceal their identity. Identity Swap [38] replaces
a face with another one. This technique benefits the film indus-
try, but could also be misused for the creation of non-consensual
pornography and fake news [38]. Kietzmann et al. [20] presented
a number of examples using DeepFake’s identity swap technique.
While identity swap may hide the face, it creates ethical issues and
is unlawful [35]. It is also not suitable for our purposes as it would
violate the privacy of the individual whose face is used, and may
also mislead the viewers. The final category is entire face synthe-
sis, which is a technique that creates non-existent face photos. An
example of this technique is the DeepPrivacy face anonymisation
architecture developed by Hukkelås et al. [15]. DeepPrivacy uses
a GAN to produce a photo with a synthetic face that matches the
original pose and background. We chose this approach as the most
suitable one for privacy-aware obfuscation because it hides the
original face and uses a non-existent face instead.

3 IMPLEMENTING THE OBFUSCATIONS
We implemented DeepFake obfuscation using a state-of-the-art
method that generates synthetic fake faces for anonymization [15].
The other obfuscations were applied using the OpenCV library [30].
For comparability with the previous work by Li et al. [28], we
contacted the authors to use the same parameters they used in their
implementations of blurring, masking, and pixelating obfuscations.
We also used OpenCV to detect and label the faces.

DeepFakes: To implement DeepFake obfuscations, we used the
DeepPrivacy framework by Hukkelås et al. [15]. In a nutshell, this
algorithm uses a generative adversarial network (GAN), a type of
neural network, to generate fake faces while incorporating “style
transfer”. Style transfer allows customizing a fake face by impos-
ing some facial characteristics such as the skin and hair color of
another person. In our use case, this means that the generated fake
face would have the same hair and skin color of the individual but
still look different. The DeepPrivacy framework also puts the back-
ground and the pose of the face into consideration to create more
realistic fake faces. DeepPrivacy’s anonymization was evaluated by
running a state-of-the-art face detector on generated photos. How-
ever, a comparison of how well humans can identify the obfuscated
person has not been done. The authors of DeepPrivacy made their
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Figure 1: The figure shows examples of the obfuscating a photo with four individuals using blurring, pixelating, masking,
DeepFake obfuscation and Avatar obfuscation. In our study, we obfuscated photos of public figures.

source code and pre-trained networks publicly available [14]. We
then replaced the original face with the newly generated fake face.

Blurring: Li et al. [28] used a Gaussian blur with a radius of 4
pixels. To replicate these conditions, we used the GaussianBlur()
method of the ImageFilter Module [29], setting the blurring radius
to be directly proportional to the photo’s width × height, with
photos of size 770 × 552 pixels having a blurring radius of 4.

Pixelating: Pixelating was applied by first downscaling the face
and then upscaling it again to its original size but in a pixelated
form. The generated face then replaced the original one. Li et al. [28]
downscaled the pixels of the face to 15 × 15 pixels and then up-
scaled them back to achieve pixelating. For this, we used the resize()
method of the Pillow’s Image Module [32], with the size parameter
set to be 15 × 15 pixels for photos of size 770 × 552 pixels and larger.
For smaller photos, we set the size parameter to be directly propor-
tional to the product of the photo’s width and height. Decreasing
the size from 15 × 15 pixels for smaller photos was necessary to
achieve the same level of pixelating as faces were much smaller, and
keeping the same size value would have resulted in clearly visible
faces. However, increasing the size to be directly proportional for
larger photos was not viable, as it would make the obfuscation more
detailed and hence less effective. So we capped the parameter to 15
× 15 pixels for photos sized 770 × 552 pixels or larger.

Masking:We applied a black rectangle on individual’s face using
OpenCV’s rectangle() function shadowing prior work [28].

Avatar:We used emojis [21] instead of a human avatar as it is
neutral to gender and skin color. The emoji was resized to the size
of the located face and placed over the face area.

Examples of the obfuscations are illustrated in Figure 1.

4 METHODOLOGY
To investigate the effectiveness of the obfuscation techniques for
privacy protection, we conducted an online survey with 110 par-
ticipants recruited through mailing lists, social media and word
of mouth (Males=55, Females=54, 1 preferred not to disclose). Par-
ticipants ages ranged between 19 and 59 (M=27.6, SD=8.98). We
presented obfuscated photos of well-known public figures to par-
ticipants. We applied the following five obfuscation techniques

on each photo: blurring, pixelating, masking, DeepFake and avatar
(emoji). As public figures, we chose Morgan Freeman, Rihanna, Elon
Musk, Boris Johnson and Keanu Reeves. All photos had a neutral
background and the public figures in the photos were wearing a
suit or a black jacket.

At the beginning of the study, participants provided their consent
and their demographics. Next, they were asked to guess the identity
of public figures presented in a counterbalanced order. Guessing
could be done by typing either the name of the public figure or
any information about that figure. For example, typing UK prime
minister instead of Boris Johnson was considered a correct guess
because we did not want to disadvantage participants who knew the
public figure but not their name. After each guess, the participants
were asked to rate the statement on a 5-point Likert scale. At the end,
the participants were presented with the original non-obfuscated
photos and asked whether they knew the public figure. This step
was to filter out responses of participants that did not recognize
the public figures because of not knowing them.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Guess Success Rate
The success rates for identifying the obfuscated individuals were
highest for blurring (M=95.96%, SD=4.04%), followed by pixelat-
ing (M=85%, SD=13.31%), avatar (M=75%, SD=25.52%), masking
(M=59.18%, SD=26.89%), then DeepFakes (M=29.03%, SD=23.85%).
We analyzed the effectiveness with generalized estimating equa-
tions (GEE) to fit a repeated measures logistic regression. Since
the dependent variable success is binary, we used a binary logistic
model. We considered the obfuscation method as a within-subjects
variable and predicting factor. Table 1 details the statistical analysis.
All obfuscation techniques had a significant effect on the success
rate, except for blurring (p=.063) and pixelating (p=.303).

5.2 Confidence in Guesses
We analyzed the confidence expressed by participants. A Friedman
test showed that there is a statistically significant difference in
perceived confidence in guesses depending on which obfuscation
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95% Wald Conf. Int.
B Std. Error Lower Upper Wald 𝜒2 df Sig.

Avatar -0.994 0.3416 -1.663 -0.324 8.464 1 0.004
Blurring 0.916 0.4923 -0.049 1.881 3.461 1 0.063
DeepFake -2.906 0.3767 -3.644 -2.168 59.516 1 < 0.001
Masking -1.609 0.3721 -2.338 -0.879 18.690 1 < 0.001
Pixelating -0.362 0.3516 -1.051 0.327 1.060 1 0.303

Table 1: Effectiveness results from the GEE.

is used 𝜒2 (4) = 48.016, 𝑝 < 0.001. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons
were done using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Bonferroni correction
was applied to correct the p-value due to multiple comparisons re-
sulting in a significance level set at p < 0.005. The highest confidence
was recorded for the blurring technique (M=4.71, SD=0.15), followed
by pixelating (M=4.35, SD=0.29), avatar (M=4.28, SD=0.23), mask-
ing (M=3.79, SD=0.40), DeepFakes (M=3.41, SD=0.62). Significant
differences were found between blurring and each of: pixelating (Z
= -3.967, p<0.001), masking (Z = -6.248, p < 0.001), DeepFakes (Z
= -5.481, p < 0.001), and Avatar (Z = -4.815, p < 0.001). Significant
differences were also found between masking and pixelating (Z
= -3.846, p < 0.001), and between DeepFakes and pixelating (Z =
-3.413, p < 0.005). The remaining pairs were not significantly differ-
ent: Avatar vs Pixelating (p = 0.033), DeepFakes vs Masking (p =
0.703), Avatar vs Masking (p = 0.024), and Avatar vs DeepFakes (p =
0.082). The results suggest that participants were least confident in
guessing DeepFakes and most confident in guessing blurred faces.

5.3 Limitations
There were four occasions when the participants guessed the public
figure correctly, however, they answered negatively when shown
the original photo and were asked if they knew the public figure. In
these cases, the responses were not discarded, as correct full names
of the public figures were provided by the participants, meaning
that they did know the person in the photo. Further, we report on
instances of public figures in front of neutral backgrounds. However,
surroundings might provide cues that leak the obfuscated person’s
identity. Thus, our results do not consider environment cues.

6 DISCUSSION
We found that DeepFake obfuscation is significantly effective in
protecting identities; participants were less successful in identify-
ing public figures obfuscated using DeepFakes compared to other
methods. Participants were also significantly less confident when
guessing against DeepFake obfuscations compared to pixelating
and blurring. The results on the effectiveness of blurring, pixelating,
masking and avatar are in line with prior work; masking and avatar
are more effective than pixelating and blurring, and the last two are
largely ineffective in obfuscating familiar people [11, 12, 27, 28].

6.1 Declaring DeepFakes & Ethical
Implications

While DeepFake obfuscation is a promising way to protect pri-
vacy, it may also be leveraged for unethical use such as imperson-
ation [37]. In our implementation, we reduce possible negative uses
of DeepFake obfuscation by using synthetically generated faces
only rather than using other people’s faces. Still, before DeepFake
obfuscation becomes widely available to the public, we argue that

there is a need to “declare” that photos have tampered with when-
ever any obfuscation method is used. One particularly promising
way to achieve this is by using the JPEG Fake Media standard [18]
to indicate in the metadata of the generated file that it includes
DeepFakes. This metadata can then be scanned by systems to which
the photos are uploaded so that the system can warn viewers that
the said photos have been tampered with. Further, the distinction
could also be made by preserving the digital fingerprint such as date
and location. Other efforts in this direction include the Content
Authenticity Initiative [17], which aims to preserve provenance
and attribution data for digital content to counter misinformation.
Blockchain has been suggested as a means to facilitate tracking the
origin of photos of videos and changes made to them [40]. Further-
more, contextualized training and education were shown to assist
in improving awareness and detection of DeepFakes [36].

6.2 Can DeepFake Obfuscation Impact the
User’s Memory?

A study by Elagroudy et al. [6] investigated the effect of privacy-
aware obfuscations on user’s memories. They found that ambiguous
life-logs with obfuscations may distort memories. In their study,
participants who experienced obfuscated photos of an event they
attended remembered more details about the event, but were more
likely to remember incorrect details. This was attributed to the
retrieval induced forgetting phenomenon in which humans may
recall incorrect details due to inaccuracies in the cues they are ex-
amining [3, 34]. If these preliminary findings are generalizable, then
DeepFake obfuscation, like any other privacy-aware obfuscation
method, may induce wrong memories. This has ethical implications
and should be investigated. On a positive note, if DeepFake obfusca-
tion can indeed impact memories, then it could also have potential
use cases in treating people with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
by altering their memories. However, this is also a controversial
topic with ongoing debates about its ethical implications [4].

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We presented a user-centered evaluation of the effectiveness of
DeepFake obfuscation compared to state-of-the-art obfuscation
methods using an online questionnaire study. Our results show that
DeepFake obfuscation is promising. In terms of privacy protection,
it is significantly effective in concealing identities; opposed to the
other obfuscation methods, participants were not able to identify
the public figures that are obfuscated using DeepFakes. We dis-
cussed the ethical implications of using DeepFakes for obfuscation
and suggested ways to ensure transparency, such as the use of the
JPEG Fake Media Standard.
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